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Abstract. Emergency bridges are used to restore the lifeline of damaged bridges after
disasters. However, the design specification of existing emergency bridges do not afford rapid
bridging. Therefore, a trial deployable bridge (Scissors Bridge) using a scissors structure that
folds compactly has been experimentally produced. But, the assembly process for the bridge has
not been considered and there are no practical design examples or design methods for scissors
bridges. In this paper, as for existing bridges, we established a design method of scissors bridges
when considering the live load. In addition, a general-purpose member cross-sectional dimension
optimization method, aimed at minimizing weight, was developed and proposed. Considering
the problem of insufficient strength of the scissors bridge, the optimum reinforcing pattern
and its cross-sectional dimensions were determined through two methods of reinforcement and
optimization of the cross-sectional dimension of the member. Finally, a trial of practical design
calculation was performed using the results of the study to determine whether a scissors bridge
satisfying the standard of the Specifications for Highway Bridges can be designed.

1. Introduction
1.1. Background
Temporary emergency bridges are designed to be transported and assembled quickly for use
in situations such as construction sites and disaster areas. Some temporary bridge structures
include the truss bridge and girder bridge as module members. By adopting the module member,
it is possible to adjust the function of a bridge by changing the combination according to the
actual site condition and necessary performance. The truss bridge resists axial force, while
the girder bridge resists shear force and bending moment as a sectional force of each other.
The rigid body is a form having the structural characteristics of both these structures. The
scissors bridge is a pre-assembled bridge with the main mechanism of the module structure of
a pin-rigid body, in which the ramen body is connected by the pin. The application of the
scissors mechanism enables collective transportation, prompt development of cross-linking at
construction sites, reduced number of workers, and decreased assembly processes. With these
advantages, the prototype of the scissors bridge with typical problems is being improved through
research and development.

1.2. Structural optimization theory
The morphological design of a structure composed of discrete framework structural elements can
be classified into a phase determination problem and a dimension determination problem. The



phase determination problem is a matter of determining the necessary elements and geometrical
arrangement relationship in the three-dimensional space. The dimension determination problem
is a matter of determining dimensions such as length and cross sectional area in the three-
dimensional space. In general, the cost of a long, large structure such as a bridge is proportional
to the weight. Accordingly, bridges often involve the minimum weight design problem. Similarly,
the frame structure of the scissors bridge is required to be lightweight and highly rigid. To achieve
the minimum weight of the structure, the stress of each member of a certain structure (σi) and
the displacement of the point of interest (δ) are decreased to certain constraint values (σa, δa).
The formulation of this structural system is represented below;

Minimize W (1)
subject to σi ≤ σa

δ ≤ δa

Complex optimization concepts have the problems of uniqueness of solutions and multiple
local minimum, and it is necessary to apply a metaheuristic optimization method to search for
global optimal solutions or their high-accuracy approximate solutions. This class of optimization
algorithms, including differential evolution (DE), has been successfully applied not only to simple
truss systems but also to larger and more complex engineering problems.

1.3. Purpose of research
The scissors structure is preassembled and has been used in fields that emphasize functionality
in a space structure under non-gravity．Therefore, its structural form is considered to be weak
under the force of gravity. In other words, the scissors structure is a new approach as a bridge
structure, and generalization of the equilibrium mechanics theory including establishment of
the design calculation method, introduction of calculation examples, etc., still require further
research. In addition, to efficiently improve the strength of the scissors bridge, it is necessary
to construct a truss reinforcement and member sectional dimension optimization method.
Therefore, in this study, we aim to develop a weight minimization program using equilibrium
dynamics theory, and to propose a new scissors bridge with a new cross section according
to the optimum reinforcing pattern and cross sectional design. The proposed bridge should
simultaneously have design load bearing capacity and minimum weight satisfying the road bridge
specification standard. In other words, we aim to solve problems such as the lack of proof
strength by optimizing cross section dimensions of the main structure and strut reinforcement.

2. Sectional dimension optimization algorithm
In this optimization method, by incorporating equilibrium dynamics theory and differential
evolution (DE), analysis of member forces and displacements, modification of design variables,
and minimization of the objective function were performed. Furthermore, the optimization
method was intended not only for the non-reinforced scissors structure but also the higher-order
unstable scissors structure and the unstable truss structure considering the reinforcing member.

There are three features of this opyimization analysis. The first is the stable obtaining an
optimum solution by manipulating the rate of modifying the design variable by using the return
rate parameter. The second is to simplify the procedure by dividing the stress and displacement
analysis into the first half and second half of the maximum iteration number (νfin). The third is
to correct the variables efficiently by introducing the sensitivity analysis of each design variable
to displacement analysis．
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Figure 1. Example of proposed optimization procedure

2.1. Present Optimization flow
The proposed optimization flow is shown in Fig.1, and the procedure for this method will be
described below.

1) Setting of optimization problem
We designed a scissors structure composed of n members with minimum weight design
under stress constraints and displacement constraints. By setting permissible values for
each member stress, central displacement, and design variable, this optimization can be
formulated from equation (2) as follows.

W =
n∑

i=1

γiAi(ν)li =
n∑

i=1

γib
2
i(ν)Li −→ Min (2)

　 s.t.

|σi| − σa ≤ 0
δ(ν) − δa ≤ 0

bi(ν) ≤ bmax

2) Preparation of initial model
We set the number of iterations (νfin), maximum cross section (bmax), aspect ratio (c),
hollow ratio (G), structural material (Young’s modulus: E, specific gravity: γi, allowable



stress: σa), structure shape (member length: Li, deployment angle: θ, allowable deflection:
δa), load condition, and boundary condition.

3) Preparation for optimization
We set the initial variable value of the section dimension of the member (bi(0)), reduction
ratio (Re1(1), Re2(1)), and tuning parameter (C, r, T, κ1, κ2).

4) Mechanical analysis (stress)
The stress value of each member (σi(ν)) is calculated using the equilibrium mechanics theory.
In addition, when considering buckling, calculate the allowable buckling stress.

5) Modification of design variable (stress)
The design variables are corrected according to the stress of each member and the allowable
stress value is as follows;

bi(ν+1)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

= (1 − Re1(ν) · Rsi(ν)) · bi(ν) + Re1(ν) · Rsi(ν) · σi(ν)

σa,i(ν)
· bi(ν)

= bi(ν)

{
1 + Re1(ν) · Rsi(ν)

(
σi(ν)

σa
− 1

)}
, σi(ν) ≤ σa,i(ν)

= (1 − Re1(ν) · Rsi(ν)) · bi(ν) + Re1(ν) · Rsi(ν) · C · bi(ν)

= bi(ν){1 + Re1(ν) · Rsi(ν) (C − 1)}, σi(ν) > σa,i(ν)

(3)

6) Setting of minimum value of design variable, and calculation of design sensitivity
From the (νfin/2) calculation results of the first half of the design step, extract the step
with the combination of the lightest variable that satisfies the stress constraint function.
From the variable value, set to the minimum value of the second half of the design step,
and calculate the sensitivity parameter (DSi) to be incorporated in the correction equation
of the design variable.

7) Mechanical analysis (displacement)
Using equilibrium mechanics theory, calculate the central displacement of the main structure
(δi(ν)).

8) Modification of design variable (displacement)
The design variables are corrected by the following formula based on the stress of each
member and the allowable stress value;

bi(ν+1)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

= (1 − Re2(ν)) · bi(ν) + Re2(ν) · (1 + T · DSi) · bi(ν)

= bi(ν)(1 + T · DSi · Re2(ν)) , δ(ν) > δa

= (1 − Re2(ν)) · bi(ν) + Re2(ν) · (1 − T · DSi) · bi(ν)

= bi(ν)(1 − T · DSi · Re2(ν)) , δ(ν) ≤ δa

(4)

9) Search for optimum design steps
From the calculation results of (νfin) in all design steps, extract the step with the
combination of the lightest variable that satisfies both the stress and displacement constraint
functions, and set it as the optimal solution.

2.2. Change in optimal solution by correction
In this section, the effect and role of each parameter will be described.

2.2.1. Presence or absence of design sensitivity The displacement of the point of interest of
the scissors model with n design variables is expressed by the following equation;

δc(bi) =
n∑

i=1

(∫ Li

0

Ni(bi)Ni(bi)
EAi

dχi +
∫ Li

0

Mi(bi, χi)Mi(bi, χi)
EIi

dχi

)
(5)



Model (b) Model (c)

Figure 2. Analytical model of a scissors unit

Design sensitivity (dsi) is calculated by partially differentiating Equation(5) with each design
variable (bi).

dsi =
∂δc(bi)

∂bi
(6)

DSi =
dsi∑n

j=1 dsj
(7)

The value of bi(ν) to be substituted into Equation(6) is used as the value of the design variable
in the step with the lightest variable satisfying the stress constraint condition in the first half of
the design steps. This correction equation is as shown in Equation(7). The unit scissors models
of the upper string reinforced with two types of members (b) and (c) are shown in Figure 2. A
comparison of the analysis values of these two models is shown in Table 1.

2.2.2. Correction of reduction rate A vibration phenomenon periodically appears, in which the
reduction rate varies up and down near the tolerance value as long as it is constant, regardless
of the course of the design step. Consequently, it is not always possible to pick up the optimal
solution. Therefore, we aim to converge design variables by gradually changing the reduction
rate by the number of iterations. The new reduction rate is gradually decreased by the following
equation;

Re1(ν+1) = Re1(ν) ·
(

νfin/2 − ν

νfin/2

)κ

(8)

Re2(ν+1) = Re2(ν) ·
(

νfin − ν

νfin

)κ

(9)

Fig.3 and Fig.4 show the transition of the weight (W) and centre displacement(δ) for
each design step in models (b) and (c) when κ = 0.1. The graphs indicate that the up and
down cycling behaviour disappeared, and the reduction ratio converged to an arbitrary value.
Therefore, it was possible to obtain the optimum solution of the reduction ratio.

3. Numerical analysis result
3.1. Analysis of scissors structure with 5 units
We analysed the results of a scissors structure with five units to optimize the sectional dimension
by the optimization algorithm described in the previous section. A load of P = 1000(N) was
imposed vertically downward at all nodes. Fig.5 shows the cross-sectional dimension layout
diagram at the optimum step of models (d) - (g) under the presence/absence of reinforcement



Table 1. Comparison of optimized weights of each scissors model

Model Weight(kg)
(b) 1.01
(c) 0.40
(d) 1222.9
(e) 389.3
(f) 46.6
(g) 46.5
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Figure 3. A scissors unit weight
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Figure 4. A scissors unit central displacement

members and placement differences. Model (d) features a layout in which the bending moment
and the axial dimensions of the whole structure are maximised such that the member dimensions
of the middle case become thicker. Particularly in model (e), the right descending member of the
second rank and the right ascending member of the fourth rank located at symmetrical positions
greatly influence displacement control. The layout diagram also indicates that the scissors
member becomes remarkably thick. In addition, the upper chord member shows resistance as
a compression shaft member, plays a role of connecting the fulcrums in an arch shape, and
greatly contributes to the improvement of load bearing capacity. Next, model (f) shows that
the scissors member becomes significantly thinner. This is because the bending moment of



the scissors member was rapidly reduced by inserting the reinforcing member. Furthermore,
considering that the compression axial force member and the lower chord member are tension
members, the same mechanical state as the truss structure can be confirmed. Because the
member resisting the shear force of the entire structure is a scissors member, and the size of
the scissors member at the base is larger than the central case, the member shows resistance
from the centre towards the fulcrum as the characteristic of the structure. It is understood
that shearing takes place with increased force. Finally, model (g) resists as a tensile axial force
member, in which four newly inserted vertical members pull up the load, as compared to model
(f). As a result, the size of the lower chord material decreases, and the dimension of the upper
chord material increases. Table 1 shows the comparison results of the optimized weights of the
abovementioned four models. Weight reductions of about 68% in model (e) and about 96% in
model (f) and (g) could be achieved, compared with model (d).

3.2. Analysis of double Warren truss structure with 5 units
To verify the versatility of the proposed optimization algorithm, we analysed the model of two
double Warren truss structures (hereinafter referred to as DWT) with different loading strengths
equivalent to the scissors model with different boundary conditions. In the case of a static truss,
since the axial force (Ni) does not depend on the cross-sectional dimension, an optimal solution
can be obtained with one feedback. However, because DWT has an intrinsic and unstable
constant order number of 1, it can be iteratively optimized by this method. The analysis result
is shown in Fig. 6. In DWT model (a), the lower chord material acted as a tension member and
the upper chord material acted as a compression member. In addition, the diagonal member
in the shape of character “^” and the diagonal member in the shape of character “v” showed
tendencies of resisting compression force and tensile axial force, respectively, as in the scissors
structure. In DWT model (b), since the horizontal displacement of the lower chord member is
suppressed as a boundary condition, the lower chord member becomes a compression axial force
member except for the middle case. The other members exhibit the same characteristics as those
of DWT (a). A comparison of the results of the optimized weights under different boundary
conditions is presented in Table 2. DWT (b) with both pin-support boundary conditions could
achieve a reduction of 10% for the optimized weight. This can be said to be reasonable because
increasing the constraint condition generally improves the yield strength of the structure.

Model (d) Model (e)

Model (f) (Scale up to 5 times for thickness) Model (g) (Scale up to 5 times for thickness)

Figure 5. Layout of the cross-sectional dimension for each scissors model

DWT (a) DWT (b)

Figure 6. Layout of the cross-sectional dimension for different supports of DWT



Table 2. Comparison of the optimized weight of each DWT model

Model Weight(kg)
DWT (a) 74.2
DWT (b) 66.4

4. Conclusion
In this study, the optimum stiffness of the scissors members and the reinforcing members could
be determined in a simple supported state after expansion without reinforcement and in a state
using a reinforcing member with optimum arrangement and optimum dimension. We could also
reduce the weight compared with the initial design. The main merit of the newly proposed
optimal design theory is that it can easily predict the improved bridge design (including various
reinforcing patterns and boundary conditions) by combining the versatile equilibrium mechanics
theory and DE method. This method is very effective for actual engineering work, allowing rapid
construction of lighter and more powerful deployable scissors bridges with or without reinforcing
members. We addressed the weight optimization problem of the beams and truss structures in
addition to the scissors structure under stress and displacement constraint conditions. In this
problem, after reviewing buckling, all constraints could be finally satisfied, and its cross-sectional
dimensions could be decreased.
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